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• Detector originally produced by University of Edinburgh’s School of Engineering for the SPADnet group
• Collaboration with Kromek Group plc to explore novel industrial applications of the photosensor
• Set-up, characterisation, coupling with LYSO and LaBr3 crystals at the UoY Nuclear Industrial Applications Laboratory
The 92K SPAD Time-Resolved Photosensor
• Compact 16x8 pixel digital silicon photosensor originally produced for Positron Emission Tomography.
• Each pixel has 4 miniature silicon photomultipliers (mini-SiPMs), each containing 720 single photon
avalanche diodes (SPADs).
• For each SPAD a single photon will produce an electron avalanche, resulting in a voltage pulse.
• Using silicon enables programmable electronics to be located on chip, with each mini-SiPM coupled
to a Time to Digital Converter.
• As such, the number of photons detected every 10ns can be outputted digitally.
• In situ electronics enables the photosensor to be a fast, low voltage, position sensitive solution to
photon starved radiation detection.

A micrograph of a 5.5x10mm sensor with
insets showing mini-SiPM and SPAD detail
[2].

A wrapped 20x4x3.5mm LYSO
crystal coupled to the detector using
silicone optical grease.

A block diagram of the pixel
architecture [1].

Spatial data, summed over a programmable
integration time, for 12,000 gamma events
from a 137Cs source.

Dark Count Optimisation
• The on chip electronics enables individual SPAD control.
• Up to 4% of the noisiest SPADs can be turned of to improve S/N
ratio and energy resolutions [3].
• The mean dark count rate of a SPAD was ~23.9 kHz, turning off the
noisiest 4% reduced this to ~16.4kHz.

LYSO

Conclusions

• The photosensor can also output a
real-time photon flux.
• Pulse data was taken from 60,000
137Cs gamma events at (24 ± 3) ⁰C.
• The maximum number of SPADs
fired in an average event was ~270
photons.
• Energy histograms with resolution
up to ~9% produced with the
20x4x3.5mm LYSO crystal.

• Solid position sensitive data, currently being improved in the

LaBr3
• The maximum number of SPADs
fired in an average event was ~190
photons.
• Energy histograms with resolution
up to ~12% produced with the
larger cylindrical LaBr3 crystal.
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second version of the chip.
• High DCR that can be improved upon via individual SPAD
optimisation. Can be improved further, but at the cost of much
reduced sensitivity.
• The photosensor couples well with LYSO crystal scintillators.
Operating with an emission peak of ~425nm and a luminosity of
~27,000 photons/MeV.
• Weaker performance with LaBr3 scintillator crystals. Operating
with an emission peak of 380nm and a luminosity of 63,000
photons/MeV.
• Further tests to be run in closer collaboration with Kromek.
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